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Model Brochure 

 

 

Frank Hertz Experiment 

 
RSE- 202, Frank Hertz Experiment with RS-Cube Safety Assurance, Apparatus used for the 

experiment consist of a tube containing low pressure gas, fitted with three electrodes: cathode for 

electron emission, a mesh grid for the acceleration of electrons and a collecting plate. With the help of 

thermionic emission, electrons are emitted by a heated cathode, and then accelerated toward a grid 

which is at a positive potential, relative to the cathode. The collecting plate is at a lower potential and 

is negative with respect to mesh grid. If electrons have sufficient energy on reaching the grid, some 

will pass through the grid, and reach collecting plate, and it will be measured as current by the 

ammeter. Electrons which do not have sufficient energy on reaching the grid will be slowed down, 

and will fall back to the grid. The experimental results confirm the existence of discrete energy 

levels.As long as the electron collision is elastic; the electrons will not lose energy on colliding with 

gas molecules in tube. As the accelerating potential increases, the current also increases. But as the 

accelerating potential reaches a particular value, (4.9eV for mercury, 19eV for neon), each electron 

posses that much of potential and now the collision become inelastic. As a result, the energy level of 

electron bound to the atom is raised. Now the electron almost loses its energy, and measured current 

drops. 
 

 

   

 

Product Name Frank Hertz 

Experiment 

Product Model No.  RSE-202 

MRP 1,23,000/- 

Brand  RS-Cube™ 
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Specification: 
 

Model No. RSE-202 

Type of On-board meter available Analog 

Number of Potentiometers provided onboard to vary load resistance 1 

Number of variable DC power supply available on board 1 

Variable DC power supply (in volts) 30 

Number of LED indicators available to indicate Power input 1 

Availability of DC Voltmeter available on board Yes 

Range of DC Voltmeter (in volt) 0-30 

Availability of DC Ammeter on board Yes 

Range of DC Ammeter (in milli Ampere) 0-50 

Number of test points provided onboard to observe signals 10 

Necessary patch cords available for interconnection Yes 

Casing Material Plastic 

Any other features COMPLETE SETUP 

Indicate operating input power supply requirements 220V  50Hz 

Min Operating temperature for Network Theorem Kit in degree Celsius +5 

Max Operating temperature for Network Theorem Kit in degree Celsius 45 

Operating Humidity for Network Theorem Kit (RH) 80% 

Whether the offered kit tested at Central Govt / NABL approved / ILAC 

accredited Lab, any NABL accredited lab, govt lab/international lab to prove 

conformity to the specification 

No 

If Yes, Test Report to be furnished to the Buyer on demand Yes with Test Report 

Whether manufacturer of offered product has national/international 

certification (such as ISO, TUV, etc ) 
Yes 

Installation and Demonstration included in the scope of supply No 

List of items and its number included in the offered package 3 

Supplied with comprehensive user manual Yes 

Warranty of Network Theorem kit 1 

 


